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Objective

Highly qualified Hyster Driver with experience in the industry. Enjoy creative problem solving and 
getting exposure on multiple projects, and would excel in the collaborative environment on which 
your company prides itself.

Skills

Hard worker, fork left/hyster operator, cashier,stocker,salesmen.

Work Experience

Hyster Driver
ABC Corporation  March 2003 – December 2009 
 Responsible for carrying plain white cloth rolls to the dye range/dying area in a timely manner.
 Keeping the warehouse rolls stacked correctly in their correct location.
 Pick up on different skills rather quickly.
 Didnt feel there was a whole lot to receive as far as knowledge.
 Rolls went where and how to correctly load them on your pole hyster you were doing a lot of 

sitting and waiting for a machine to do off your next role before you had anything to do.
 Catch on to new things quickly and my abilities to figure out the driving mechanics of 

systems.
 Inventory by breaking down stacks of totes, and pallets reviewing serial numbers.

Hyster Driver
Delta Corporation  1998 – 2003 
 I would help wrap the carpet when the main person for this positon laid out I would load and 

unload trucks with pole hyster and fork hyster.
 I would put the beams on the tufting machines Accomplishments I got my licence for driving a

pole hyster squeeze hyster and fork hysteria I also .
 Also know how to run the back winder and know how to slpice in yarn as well as cut back 

when theres not enough yarn to hang Skills Used Making sure I .
 I would load semi trucks with cotten bells using the hyster every 12hrs a day.
 Loaded and unloaded product from trucks and the warehouse.
 Inventory by breaking down stacks of totes, and pallets reviewing serial numbers.
 Position lifting devices under, over, or around loaded pallets, skids, and boxes, and secure 

material or products for transport to designated areas.

Education

Diploma - (Logistics And Embarkation Specialist School USMC - Camp Johnson, VT)
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